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Abstract 
(ScMf.r^ 

A review of lighter aircraft development programs over the pas t.three decades Indicates a trend of 
increasing emphasis on the considera tion of static aeroe las tic effects. While early concerns addressed 
only the impact on air vehicle structural integrity, current design philosophy recognizes and addresses 
aen jelastlclty as a primary design parameter affecting structural optimiza tion, vehicle aerodynamic 
stability, control ef fee tiveness, and overall performance. Examples from wind tunnel tes ting, analytical 
s tudies, and opera tional aircraft applications are presented to Justify this emphasis, illus tra te current 
methodology and analysis techniques, and make a case for an integrated approach to the consideration of 
static  aeroelastlc  effects  at all   stages  of   the  design process. 

Introduc tion 

Y. C. Fung, the author of one of the most prominent texts on the subject, defines aeroelasticity in 
terms of the "phenomena that reveal the effect of aerodynamic forces on elastic bodies" (Reference I). 
Another text, Reference 2, refers to aeroelastlc phenomena as "the effects, upon the aerodynamic forces, 
of changes In the shape of the airframe caused by these same aerodynamic forces," Both of these texts 
make a distinct differentia tion be tween "dynamic phenomena" and the "static aeroelastlc phenomena" which 
the following discussion will be limited to. More specifically, the topic here is the role of static 
aeroelasticity  in   the  design of modern  fighter aircraft. 

* Static aeroelastlc effects are manifested In the form of changes in the total load or lift on the 
aircraft, or In changes in the overall distribution of load or lift. These changes affect the structural 
integrity of the vehicle, its static stability, the effectiveness of various control surfaces, and the 
overall flight performance. The characteristics and magnitude of these ae roe las tic ef f ec ts are dependent 
on the aerodynamic she p*» of the vehicle, the structural orlenta tion, the s tructura I s tlffneas, and the 
particular flight condition  In  terms primarily of  Mach number and  dynamic pressure.-" v  

Historically, the s tudy of aeroelasticity began in the early 1920'a. However, serious considera tion 
of aeroelastlc effects in the design of fighter aircraft, was probably not given until the late 19^0's, 
when significant advances in alrcraf t performance provided capability for opera tion at high subsonic 
speeds and associated dynamic pressures. As indicated In Figure I, the emphasis on consideration of aero- 
elasticity has increased over the pas t three decades. The early 1950's efforts were characterized by 
minimal considera tion, limited to assessing the possible impact on the vehicle structural ir. grlty as a 
result of overa11 changes In the vehicle aerodynamic characteristics. Aeroelastlc effects were addressed 
in structural opt 1mlza tion efforts In the 1960's and serious consideration was being given to the Impac t 
on performance, relative to con'rol effectiveness and aerodynamic stability. The ^O's saw Increased 
euphaala on struc tural optimization to enhance performance with the advent of serious aeroelastlc tailor- 
ing and deslgned-ln structural flexibility. Design philosophy today recognizes aeroelasticity as a 
primary design parame ter with dedicated testing and analyses being considered a necessary and Integral 
segment  of   the  vehicle  design  process. 
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Figure 1. Evolution of Aeroelastlc Considerations In Fighter Aircraft Design 
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Configuration  Effects 

Lifting surface structural flexibility effects are typically the primary aeroelas tlci ty considera- 
tion In fighter aircraft design. Fuselage flexibility la, In general, a secondary consideration. The 
relatively high density of this structural coraponent, designed to sustain high acceleration levels, and 
the high structural loadings produced by the close coupled design of moat modern configurations, reault 
in high fuselage stiffness. The thin airfoil aectlona utilized on the lifting surfaces of high apeed air- 
craft, however, lead to Inherently flexible structural components with potential aeroelastlc sensitivity. 
Two typ lea 1 fighter aircraft wing planforms are presented here to illustrate the effects of planform 
geometry and aasocla ted s true tura 1 or lenta tlon on resul tant aeroelastlc characteristics . The rela tl vely 
unswept configura tlon In Figure 2 Is baslcally torsion sens Itlve. The deflee ted shape under a subsonic 
aerodynamic loading exhibits a divergence characteristic as shown In Figure 3. Only overall panel stiff- 
ness la considered, and an effective elastic axis, for a conventional s true tura1 concept Is assumed a t 
40% of the local chord. The pressure loading and the non-dimensional lift distributions for both the 
rigid and flexible cases are presented In Figures 4 and 5. The lift distributions Illustrate the 
s true tura 1-load-magnif ica tlon aeroelastlc characteristic. Structural optimization of chla wing must 
provide adequate stiffness to insure a divergence speed well In excess of the opera tlonal envelope of the 
aJ reraft. The swept wing In Figure 6 exhiblts bending aeroelastlc sensitivity due to the orientation of 
the main s true tura 1 torque box. Note the highly swept outer panel reference axis. In Figure 7, the 
def lee ted shape of this wing under a maneuvering load, 1 llusträtes the swep t-axls-bendlng Induced stream- 
wise twist. The transonic loading illustrated In Figure 8 tenda to accentuate the aeroelastlc relief due 
to the relatively far aft chordwlae center of pressure on the cambered airfoil. The lift loss in the 
area of the wing tip Is apparent In the comparison of rigid and flexible spanwlse distributions In Figure 
9. 

Wing Characteristics 
AR = 3.81 
Taper Ratio = 0.30 
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Figure 2. Unawept Wing Configuration 
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Figure 3.  Unswept-WIng Deflection Characteristics 
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Figure A. Typical Subsonic Prossuro Distribution on an Unswept, Uncambered Wing 
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Figure 5. Unswept Wing Nondlmenslonal Spanwlse Lift distribution 
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Wing Characteristics 
AR = 3.01 
Taper Ratio = 0.25 
A1F = 45- 
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Figure 6. Swept Wing Configuration Figure 7. Swept-WIng Deflection Characteristics 
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Figure B. Transonic Pressure Distribution on a Swept Cambered Wing 
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Figure 9.  Swept Wing Nondlmenslonal Spanwlse Lift Distribution 

The data presented above has all been derived by analysis using f.nerally accepted lifting surface 
aerodyna.-nlc codes. Analy tlca 1 aero dynamic a currently provides the founda tlon for the majority of our 
aeroelastic design activities and configura tion optimlza tlon efforts. Two areas of inves tlgation are not 
being adequa te ly addressed wi th ana ly tical tools , however. Current sta te-of - the-art aerodynamic codes do 
not provide sufficient accuracy to predict elther local flow anomalies in the transonic flight regime or 
the non-linear effects of flow separation observed at elevated angles of a ttack. The Euler and Navier- 
S tokes formula tlons (References 3 and 4) and iterative per turba tion techniques (Reference 5) are produc- 
ing promising results. Advances In computer technology may allow routine use of these complex codes In 
the future design environment. Wind tunnel testing Is currently required, however, to obtain accura te 
data   in   these  areas. 
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Wind   Tunne)   Testing 

Figure 10 Illustrates a model used In a limited aeroelastic wind tunne 1 investiga tion performed In 
the mid-1960's. The variable sweep conf Igura tion is defined in more de ta 11 in Figure 11, and the 
construetion technique employed for the flexible wing panels Is shown In Figure 12. The welded steel 
skeleton was packed with polyurethane foam and encased In sllicone rubber which provided the appropriate 
surface con tour. The strain gage instrumenta tion loca ted near the wing root was cal ibra ted to measu re 
panel shear, bending moment, and torsion. Testing was performed at subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers 
and various dynamic pressures to determine aeroelastic effects on loads and on aircraft stability. Test 
condi tion a were duplicated with a set of rigid wing pane Is to establish a base. An add I tlona 1 objective 
of the flexible model tes ting was to obtain correla tion da ta to vallda te or refine lif ting surface aero- 
dynamic codes. Figure 13 illustrates the correla tion be tween predicted variations in total model norma 1 
force and wing panel root bending moment wl th dynamic pressure. Good agreement Is shown at this subsonic 
Mach number and low angles of attack. Figure 1A Illustrates the normal force and pitching moment charac- 
teristics obtained from the model main balance. Note the unstable break in the rigid model pitching 
moment and the lack of a dominant break In the flexible model data. The apparent delayed wing tip flow 
sep£>iatlon on the flexible model was also reflected in the wing bending data. This singular example pro- 
vides a s trong case for aeroelastic wind tunnel model tes ting. Linear theories would no t have predic ted 
the rigid model stability and, with appropriate rigid wind tunnel model data available, linear theory 
would  not  provide   the  appropriate  aeroelastic  corrections. 
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Figure 10. Variable Sweep Flsxlblo Wing Wind Tunnel Model 
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Figure 11. Wind Tunnel Model Configuration 
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Figure 12.  Wind Tunnel Model Flexible Wing Panel Construction 
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Figure 13.  Effect of Wing Sweep on Lift and Lift Distribution 
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Figure 14.  Lift and Pitching Moment Characteristics 

Aeroelas tic panel cona truetIon techniques employed in o ther test programs are i 1 lustra ted in Figure 
15. Approach (b), with a s tlffness scaled beam machined along a predicted elastic axis, and load isola- 
tion cuts forward and aft of the beam, has proved to be most succetsful. Approach (a), wi th a f oatn 
filled ateel skelc ton and fiberglass covering was an a t tempt to reduce the mass and improve the model 
flutter margin. The minor improvement achieved in testing range did not Justify the added complexity of 
the mode 1, Approach (c) employs a multi-layer fiberglass layup and nay be appropriate for small sur- 
faces.     However,   stiffness  distribution  control   Is   difficult with   this   type  of  construction. 
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Figure 15. Aeroelastlc Wind Tunnol Model Construction Techniques 

Analysis  Techniques 

wing finite element model. The bold points Indicate locations at which Influence coefficients would be 
obtained to provide a comprehensive stiffness repre^entn tlon of the panel. An aeroelastlc analysis 
utilizing a representation of this type and an appropriate aerodynamic theory wll' yield not only a 
detailed definition of the net loading, but also a complete deflection pattern for the loaded structure 
a a   11 lustra ted   in   Figure   17. 
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Figuro 16. Wing Finite Element Structural Model 
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Figure 17. Oeflected Shape of Wing Structural Model Under a Typical 
Maneuvering Loading 
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An evalua tlon of the a e roe las tic IrapHcatlona of minor structural concept changes t or parametric 
tradeoffs on a baseline conf Igura tlon, may require utlllza tlon of a simplified, more versa tl le, stiffness 
representation of the structure. An effective beam representation of the total panel stiffness la 
generally applicable and approprlo te for these needs and also satisfies the requirement for defining wind 
tunnel model construction. Model strength and scale factors typically dictate a beam stiffness approach 
to   the   representation  of   the  full   seile   surface   flexibility. 

Figure 18 preaen*"^ the results of a control effec tlvcncss s tudy performed on a desk top computer 
utilizing an effective beam stiffness model. The swept wing configuration of Figure 6 exhibits torslonal 
aeroelaatlc sensitivity, as well as primary bending sensitivity, when loaded by a deflected trailing edge 
aileron. At high dynatilc pressure flight condl tlons, the flexible wing loading produces the zero net 
aileron effectiveness, or actual aileron reversal, as illustrated In Figure 18. Structural stiffness 
parametric studies are easily performed on the simplified beam model by factoring the effective bending 
stiffness   (El)   or   torslonal  stiffness   (CJ)   to  produce   the   results   shown  In Figure   19. 
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Figure 16. Typical Aileron Effecllveness Trends 
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Figure 10. Parametric Study of Aileron Eflectlveness vs Stiffness 

Operational  Aircraft Applications 

A ful ly Integra ted design environment, In which ae roe las tic Im llca tlons are considered at all 
stages of the design evolution, provides the capacity for Implementing aeroelaatlclty-dependent design 
features to enhance the overall performance of the evolving configuration. Early Identification of an 
aileron effectiveness deficiency In the configuration shown In Figure 2, for example, could lead to Incor- 
poration of an aeroelaatlc device to enhance the roll power. The leading edge flaps of this wing are 
designed to improve the low speed, high lift, or high angle of attack characteristics of the thin, aharp 
edged airfoil. Deflection of the flaps at subsonic Mach numbers on a rigid wing produces the characteris- 
tic chordwise pressure profile shown in figure 20. The ntt loading effect Is to produce zero wing lift, 
but a large leading-edge-up wing torque. Aeroelastlcally, a significant wing lift la generated as the 
wing is twisted by the applied torque. A large aircraft rolling moment Is generated by deflecting the 
flaps differential ly, left/right. This active ae roe las tic performance enhancement device is currently 
utilized on  the  F-18 aircraft. 
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Figure 20. Chordwlso Pressure Loading Due to Deflected Leading Edge Flap 

The swept wing plan form of Figure 6 Is Implemented on the F-15 aircraft with conical wing can be r to 
enhance the lift characteristics at the primary maneuvering design point. At high transonic Mach numbers 
and high maneuvering angles of attack, the chordwlae load dls tribu tion near the wing tip la nearly uni- 
form as illustrated by the rigid model pressure data in Figure 21. High speed roll control on '.his air- 
craft la principally achieved from differential deflection of the horizontal tall panels. Due to the 
aeroelastic bending sensitivity of the wing, the ailerons are relatively ineffective at these cond 1 tlons, 
Considering these facts, and the fairly low aileron hinge moments required for subsonic maneuvering, the 
hinge moment capability of the aileron was Judiciously chosen to allow the surface to "float," or unload 
in high apeed, high angle of attack maneuvers. ^ia passive aeroe laa tic device effectively reduces 
critical   structural   loads   In   the  outer  panel  of   the   F-15 wing. 
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Figure 21. Chordwlse Pressure Distribution Due to Symmetric, High Load Maneuvering 

Summary 

Conaidera tlon of static aeroelaaticlty In the dealgn of fighter aircraft has evolved over the paa t 
three decades from a defenalve posture to a positive approach of Integra ted analyses and designed-in 
s true tural flexibility to achieve enhanced performance. Tills positive approach requires coord Ina ted 
efforts in severs 1 technology areas including ana ly tica 1 aerodynamica, wind tunnel tea ting, s true tural 
modeling, alrcraf t performance appraise 1, conf igura tlon dealgn, and systems Integra tion. Both ac tlve and 
passive aeroelastic dealgn features have been incorporated in current operational fighter a ireraft. 
Advances in materials, structural concepts, and controls technology are providing expanded opportunities 
for   Implementation   In   the  next generation  of .aircraft. 
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